**MAIN FEATURES**

- Unmatched visibility into storage realm
- Detailed capacity metrics on storage systems, storage pools, volumes, and hosts
- Valuable performance and capacity reporting, trending, and modeling for all supported systems
- Leverage existing BMC TrueSight Capacity Optimization storage-related dashboards, views, and reports

**FEATURED PRODUCTS**

- Dell Compellent Enterprise Manager ETL for TrueSight Capacity Optimization
- Dell EMC Elastic Cloud Storage ETL for TrueSight Capacity Optimization
- Dell EMC Unity CIM Server ETL for TrueSight Capacity Optimization
- EMC SMI-S Agent ETL for TrueSight Capacity Optimization
- EMC XtremIO Management Server ETL for TrueSight Capacity Optimization
- Hitachi Device Manager ETL for TrueSight Capacity Optimization
- HP 3PAR ETL for TrueSight Capacity Optimization
- IBM SVC-Storwize ETL for TrueSight Capacity Optimization
- IBM XIV ETL for TrueSight Capacity Optimization
- NetApp Capacity Views for TrueSight Capacity Optimization
- NetApp Data ONTAP ETL for TrueSight Capacity Optimization
- Pure Storage REST API ETL for TrueSight Capacity Optimization
- Storage All-in-One ETL for TrueSight Capacity Optimization
- Storage Capacity Views and Reports for TrueSight Capacity Optimization
**SUPPORTED PLATFORMS**

### Dell EMC
- Any Dell Compellent Storage Center compatible with Dell Compellent Enterprise Manager 6.3 and higher.
- Any Dell EMC Unity storage system that comes with the embedded SMI-S provider.
- Any Dell EMC Unity CIM Server ETL for TrueSight Capacity Optimization
- Any Dell EMC Elastic Cloud storage systems compatible the REST API v3.0.00. (Note: Dell Tech has acquired EMC Corp in 2016.)

### PureStorage
- Any Pure Storage flash array that supports Pure Storage REST API version 1.6 or higher.

### EMC
- EMC Celerra
- EMC CLARiiON
- EMC Symmetrix DMX Series
- EMC Symmetrix VMAX Series
- EMC VNX Series
- EMC XtremIO

### Hitachi
- Hitachi Adaptable Modular Storage 2000 family (AMS)
- Hitachi Unified Storage (HUS/HUS-VM)
- Hitachi Universal Storage Platform (USP, USP-V/USP-VM)
- Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform (VSP)
- Hitachi VSP G Series
- HP XP

### IBM
- IBM Storwize V7000
- IBM Storwize V7000 Unified
- IBM SVC
- Any IBM XIV storage system that comes with the embedded SMI-S provider

### PureStorage
- Any Pure Storage flash array that supports Pure Storage REST API version 1.6 or higher.
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**Architecture Diagram for Storage Capacity Views and Reports for TrueSight Capacity Optimization**